Greetings from the MCQ Staff!
Greetings! We have a jam-packed May 2018 issue -with articles, a research note, a research method article, and a forum that addresses communication and the closeting of various types of identities. Take a look at the Table of Contents for the current issue, highlighted articles from that issue, other news relevant to MCQ readers, and read about two of our wonderful editorial board members -Marya Doerfel and Amy O'Connor.
Examining former members' stories collected using online artifacts, the authors study Mars Hill Church as an abusive organization, and its members' processes of exit from the organization. Analyses revealed that former members used faith-based reasoning or spiritual rationality to make sense of the tension created by the organization's strategies of pressuring members to stay or leave. The authors also demonstrate the contradictory and fluid nature of members' identities and their targets of identification. The study extends research on abusive organizations to an hitherto unexplored form, a church. Their research also highlights the complex nature of identity and identification in a value-driven and identity-embedded organization. The article concludes with a discussion section and practical implications.
Implementing Sustainability in Organizations: How Practitioners Discursively Position Work

RAHUL MITRA & PATRICE BUZZANELL
The authors examine how sustainability practitioners make sense of and enact their work. They use qualitative methods including interviews with 45 practitioners and 35 curriculum vitae. Using discursive positioning theory, the authors demonstrate how practitioners employ different kinds of communicative resources to craft four subject positionsdiscovery, enlightenment, legitimacy, and consumption. The authors' findings also show how politics shape sustainability practitioners' subjectivities. The article concludes with implications for theory and practice. Her approach is grounded in the belief that the value of CSR is constituted through communication, subject to institutional level pressures, and is relationship based. Her work blends institutional theory, issue-management, and strategic communication literature with the Symbiotic Sustainability Model to examine corporate-NGO partnerships specifically and the effects of CSR communication broadly. Dr. O'Connor's research has been published in numerous scholarly outlets and has been featured by the Conference Board of Directors. She is the recipient of a National Science Foundation Grant. She has won numerous teaching awards during her career and she is passionate about creating a vibrant and engaged classroom for all students.
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